
2012 Hydro Tek rev 03/15 TSKDT - Tow and Stow transporter) 

 
  

 
Tow & Stow Cart  

 
Transporter for T185TW (200 gal) or T270TW (270 gal) tank skid 
 
The Tow & Stow transporter is designed for travel at and around a casino, shopping complex, school campus, and other 
facilities where access is too narrow for a full size trailer.  Also ideal for companies who store their wash equipment on 
site, only takes up 7’ x 4’ of storage space. The Tow & Stow™ Wash Cart is balanced with weight distributed over the 
two axles and low tongue weight, just right to be pulled by a Cushman/Gator type UTV (utility vehicle).   
Remote area cleaning and a water supply nearly anywhere, build the bundle that works for you:  1) Start with the tank 
skid transporter.  2) You choose either a 200 gallon or 270 gallon water tank skid, which includes an inlet hose and high 
pressure and inlet hose reels.  3) Choose either a hot water or cold water pressure washer. 
 

MACHINE CAPACITY Requires CPS, SS or SK pressure washer & tank skid 

MOUNTING Ships factory assembled & plumbed 

SUSPENSION / AXLE Qty 2) 2000# axles 

BRAKES Wheel lock activated when hitch is locked in storage position 

WHEEL / TIRE Qty 4) with 4-lug pattern 

COUPLER Standard 2” ball coupler 

FENDERS none 

LIGHTS none 

WIRING none 

TONGUE Includes a pop-pin to lock into upright storage position 

FRAME CONSTRUCTION Powder Coated 12 GA Frame with Structural Tube Spine 

WEIGHT / DIM. 
140# (cart only, add tank skid & machine) 

74” x 48” x 36” 
220# (cart only, add tank skid & machine) 

80” x 48” x 45” 

 
Maximum 10mph: Transporter is intended to be used and stored on site, not for public roads 
 
Featuring: 
 Maneuverable: Has a pivoting front axle to pull between buildings on 

sidewalk 
 Small footprint: only needs a storage space of 7’ x 4’ 
 Put cleaning power right where you need it: Safely bring your water and 

pressure washer right to your cleaning site.  If needed, you can unhitch from 
towing vehicle and still move it around a few feet, on flat surfaces, by hand. 
 

Options… 
High water tank shutoff (VVF18) 

TO: ______________________________________ 

COMMENTS: ______________________________ 

YOUR PRICE:  _____________________________ 

DISTRIBUTED BY:  

Pivoting front axle            Wheel lock 

Order steps 1, 2, & 3 to get 
complete package shown here 


